JOELEX UGANDA LIMITED
• A social enterprise privately owned and operating in Uganda, our offices are
along Kisaasi-Kyanja road on Archies building level 3.
• We build and operate Smart-Enabled public toilets in the densely populated
areas in the slums/ Suburbs of Kampala and the surrounding areas
• JOELEX is putting in place a franchise operational model where it builds and it
partners with local leaders, landlords and entrepreneurs as franchisees to
operate the facilities then share a percentage of the revenues generated
• We in the process of setting up 5 facilities and plan is to grow to 30 in the next
12-18 months

HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY
➢Joelex ensures that secure access to clean and safe sanitation
services for humans is a crucial human and fundamental right.
➢Joelex reaches the poorest and most marginalized people through its
franchise operational model designed for scale.

➢Joelex ensures the prices for all water, sanitation and showering
services are affordable through setting them below what the average
income the urban poor earn per day.
➢Joelex ensures proper monitoring and follow up through its
designed smart-enable real-time monitoring technology that
provides in sight on day to day operations.

CHALLENGES
Some of the challenges we are facing in efforts to scale up include: :
➢Lack of cooperation from government bodies in securing public land
space
➢Changing people’s mindset from using unsafe places to using safe and
well constructed Toilets
HOW HRBS STANDARDS WOULD HELP
• The standards will help in policy making as Human Rights will be
integrated
• The standards will also help empower people to know their rights and
claim for what they deserve.

APROACH
What needs to be done to encourage the government to support this
Approach:
➢Statistics of the number of people that are being affected by poor water
and sanitation can be provided to the government
➢Coming into partnerships with government Authorities through providing
statistics on daily number of people positively impacted by JOELEX
operations
➢Joelex needs technical advice and financial support in order for us to be
able to scaleup easily. So you can partner with us today.
Thank you

Our Facility in Kyaliwajjala.

THE AUTOMATED WATER SYSTEM IN KYALIWAJJALA
https://www.joelexuganda.com/

